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PARTNERSHIP WITH
VIMS

Excited to announce our partnership with the Vivekananda
Institute of Management Studies (VIMS) to nurture socially
responsible leaders. Together, we're creating a movement
where students are empowered through volunteering and

skill development
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SCHOLARSHIP EXAM
TRAINING

27 students from Govt and Govt aided schools trained by TQI volunteers
cleared the NMMS scholarship exam



RECONNECT 
MEET

Rekindling the bonds that
time and distance couldn't
break. Our Reconnect Meet

held at South was a beautiful
blend of laughter, love, and
heartfelt video messages.
Cherishing the memories

that have now become
treasured chapters in our
journey of togetherness.

TQI ZHAGARAM 
TQI Zhagaram volunteers
attended தமிழி எ����
பய��ச� organized by

Suvadugal Foundation
which enables them to learn

the earliest form of Tamil
letters 

 
Training

 is sponsored by TQI and
charges collected were

used to offer lunch at old
age home.
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L E A R N A T H O N
S E S S I O N

Our Learnathon session with TQI and Paavai
Engineering College was a huge success.

Volunteers learned about various diverse job
opportunities. As a memento, final-year volunteers
received saplings to symbolize their career growth.
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CAREER GUIDANCE
SESSIONS

TQI career development sessions were a great success in the
villages. Our volunteers provided students with a roadmap for their
future, highlighting the numerous opportunities available after 12th

grade, and offering valuable information on scholarships.

ONLINE SESSION

Charting Paths, Shaping Futures: The
curtains have fallen on our
remarkable career guidance session
for 12th Standard students. As
organizers, it was truly fulfilling to
provide a platform for students and
parents to explore, discuss, and gain
valuable insights to shape their 
 journeys
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TQI ULLAS 
ENTERING

8TH
ACADEMIC

YEAR

TQI Ullas journey enters the 8th Academic Year.
The State-level training program was held in

Chennai for 2 days. Unleashing the potential at
the state-level training in Chennai. 
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https://twitter.com/i/status/1658813632418029568


TQI BANGALORE - SUPPORTING 
 HIRIYARA JAATRE BY VTVO 

Spending a wonderful day at the Hiriyara Jaatre
celebration with these beautiful souls.Their smiles and
energy are a reminder to cherish every moment with

loved ones, no matter their age. We extend our
heartfelt thanks to the amazing  "VTheVolunteers" team

for allowing us to help out!
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WORLD HEALTH DAY

MAY DAY

TQI Central zone
volunteers celebrated

MayDay 2023 by giving
personalized thank you

cards to those who are our
great support system.

TQI's
VMKVEC Salem team celebrated World Health Day by

conducting various competitions to create awareness on
health
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BOOK DONATION
JOY OF READING

Our theme for One year one cause
being - "Joy of Reading", what could be

a better way to celebrate the TQI day
than donating books? 

 
KSR team visited the Anderson Home.
The children were delighted to receive
the books, notes stationery. The team
had planned fun activities for the day!

TQI KSR team went to Anderson home and took the session on
stage fear and communication skills. The session focuses on

recalling the homework given, self-intro, students performed a
drama on a social theme and read one page from donated books

Phase 2 @Anderson Home - Session by KSR  Team
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MOMENTS TO CHERISH
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TQI  Volunteers Dive into the World of Scribing, Making a Difference in Lives

We had received a request in Nilgiris district, asking for financial support for
their children to purchase stationery items. we raised fund and gave we

were touched to learn that the children purchase additional supplies with
the leftover funds and share them with their friends

Transcribing Hope:

Letters  that  lit  us 



VOLUNTEERS TRAINING
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An incredible weekend for TQI as Volunteer training happened in
Erode, Coimbatore, and Madurai. Covered TQI's core principles,

Ullas Module, and the process and planning involved in our
initiatives. It was inspiring as faculties, and TQI seniors who are

now working professionals join the event

WEST ZONE

TQI MYSURU VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION
AT MIT



SRI RAMANUJAR ILLAM

ANNAI ULLAM

ANNAI TERESA 
OLD AGE HOME

INTEGRATED WOMEN
DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
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QI WEEKEND VOLUNTEERING WITH VTVO

WEEKEND VOLUNTEERING 
with VTVO

Our volunteers spent time with grandparents at Old age homes. They
played board games with them, danced, and sketched along with

them. Their blessings and smiles made our days brighter

MANONMANI TRUST- ANBAGAM



BOOK REVIEW
ONE YEAR ONE CAUSE  -JOY OF READING

 START WITH WHY 

This book is based on the development of leadership and how
great leaders inspire everyone to take action. The book starts
with a comparison of the two main ways to influence human
behavior: 

● MANIPULATION VERSUS INSPIRATION 
The author explains this with the “GOLDEN CIRCLE” as he
subdivides it as “WHAT”,”HOW” and “WHY”. Sinek says people
are inspired by a sense of purpose of "Why", and that this should
come first when communicating, before "How" and "What". Sinek
calls this thing as the golden circle, a diagram of a concentric
circle with "Why" in the innermost circle (representing people's
motives or purposes), surrounded by a ring labeled "How"
(representing people's processes or methods), enclosed in a
ring labeled "What" (representing results or outcomes). He goes
on to speculate about the biological factors behind this
structure, such as the limbic system.

LEARNINGS: 
●  A true leader must look from the point of view of WHY is he
gonna do this thing 
●  A true leader must think the exact way what the teammates
are having or whatever the idea they possess 
●  A true leader must believe what he does in his work with his
teammates and tell his belief so that they work together

BY- SIMON SINEK

REVIEW BY
JAYASHARAN. K 

Ponneri team.
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https://talentquestforindia.org/  | Twitter-TQI
Instagram-TQI   |  Blog-TQI   |  LinkedIn-TQI  
 +91 95007 66101

TALENT QUEST
FOR INDIA

This newsletter - The Insight - curated with
much love and commitment by 

S.Ganga
 Media team, TQI

 

To get your artwork, write-ups, and your
achievements featured, click the links

below.
Volunteer Talent Corner
Volunteer Achievement

https://twitter.com/tqifamily?lang=en
https://instagram.com/talent_quest_for_india?igshid=pqe0rhsgse8c
https://talentquestforindiablog.wordpress.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/talent-quest-for-india
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mYn71qQE3S7-QoPgJ4dPI_W-HFr5mhpS?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GLy6o3MrNmAbYxtK_C4eYT-QnX3X-Cr-?usp=sharing

